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Abstract—As Software Product Lines (SPL) are inevitably moving towards a multiple form to tackle issues of reuse and complexity, variability management across the composed SPLs is still addressed with basic inter-constraints. Based on two disjoint case studies (digital signage and cloud computing), we identified this challenging problem for the SPL community. In this paper we describe how the domain knowledge needs to be exploited to support a more complete definition of Multiple Software Product Lines (MSPL). Such an exploitation implies the definition of a domain-driven definition of configuration and an order independent configuration process.

Index Terms—Software Product Lines, Feature Modeling, Domain Model, Digital Signage, Cloud Computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software Product Line (SPL) engineering is concerned with systematically reusing development assets in a given domain, capturing their common and variable aspects [1]. But with complex large-scale systems reusing all forms of software components, variabilities come from different domains or deal with different concerns, impeding their capture in a single SPL. Multiple Software Product Lines (MSPL) are defined as a way to tame the intrinsic complexity of capturing variability in a complex domain [2], [3].

Managing variability across different SPLs to compose them is supported by different approaches and tools based on feature models. Such approaches mainly relate their variability descriptions with inter-SPL constraints expressed as logical relations [1], [4], [5], [6]. Then constraints are usually expressed using low-level tooling of the SPL implementation instead of the business domain. It contradicts the essence of the SPL paradigm, that is being domain-oriented. The objective of this paper is to describe this problem, i.e., the need for domain-oriented modeling to support the definition of MSPLs based on multiple feature models. Starting from two disjoint large-scale case studies, the same problem was identified by different stakeholders (Section 2). We refine it as three challenges regarding domain modeling of a MSPL (Section 3): i) how to manage fully-fledged relationships (e.g., aggregation with cardinality, instantiation) between the domain model and the corresponding input SPLs, as well as between these SPLs; ii) how to define the notion of configuration at the MSPL level, relating it to the domain while reusing configurations of the input SPLs; iii) how to support an order-independent and safe configuration process so that any configuration action at any level (MSPL or input SPLs) can be done in a consistent way, thus providing a very general framework for MSPL management. We finally discuss some success criteria for candidate solutions and present ongoing and future work (Section 4).

II. CASE STUDIES

This section is dedicated to the description of the two case studies used to identify the problem. It is worth to note that the two case studies are disjoint, and implemented by different research groups, emphasizing the concreteness of the identified issues.

A. SensApp (Cloud Computing)

The SensApp [7] platform supports the definition of innovative applications, based on the Internet of Things (IoT). Connected “things” push data to the SensApp platform, which acts as a middleware between things and pieces of software exploiting sensed data. For example in an intelligent building, temperature sensors collect room temperatures, and radiators (or A/C systems) are remotely activated by a dedicated piece of software to adjust it. The main challenge for SensApp is to scale w.r.t. the load (e.g., data size, bandwidth, response time) generated by realistic IoT applications. The cloud-computing paradigm supports the on-demand deployment of Virtual Machines (VM) able to absorb such a load. Thus, SensApp is developed to exploit cloud scaling capabilities, requiring a fine-grained customization of each layer of the whole cloud stack (i.e., Infrastructure, Platform and Service). Several product lines are defined (upper right part of Fig. 1) to support such a configuration, for example to customize the operating system used to host the system, or the virtual machine characteristics to be used (e.g., strong processor, large storage). As SensApp is designed to be distributed among several nodes, these SPLs must be instantiated multiple times. Moreover, as each SPL represents a dedicated body of knowledge, the configuration process involves several actors working simultaneously on the same product (e.g., a network topology expert does not know how to tune a Linux kernel to improve its performance w.r.t. disk inputs/outputs).

B. YourCast (Digital Signage)

YourCast [8] is a system designed to support the definition of customized digital signage system. It pursues the research made by the I3S laboratory on the JESduite platform [9], started in 2005 and deployed in 3 institutions. Based on the experience gained while implementing the JESduite digital signage platform (70K LoC, 9 contributors), YourCast captures the variability of such systems, and provides a user friendly way of configuration. The project is funded in the aim of
an industrial transfer. It involves 2 SMEs interested by the automatic generation of digital signage systems applied to large associations meetings, conferences, or sport events (e.g., Tour de France). YourCast targets non-specialist users (e.g., association member), who have to compose (i) information sources implemented through common Internet services (e.g., RSS feeds, Twitter), (ii) screens look and feel, and (iii) information rendering mechanisms. Consequently, there is a large amount of diverse variabilities to be managed to create a consistent digital signage system adapted to users’ requirements. This leads to the need of a MSPL (e.g., information sources, layouts, renderings), where several elements must also be multi-instantiated.

III. CHALLENGES IN DOMAIN-ORIENTED MSPL

We analyze here three main challenges to exploit domain knowledge in MSPL and we introduce each of them using concrete examples of issues encountered during the case studies.

C1. Managing Relationship at the Domain-Level

The first challenge is to exploit a domain-driven approach to express relationships between SPLs.

SensApp: The SensApp platform involves different body of knowledge (e.g., virtual machine customization, network topology definition), captured as SPLs by each expert. Thus, the existing relationships between features defined in different SPLs reify some knowledge that cross the boundary of a single domain of expertise. For example, a data storage service that only some configurations of source can be connected to a given source. The resulting assembly must conform to the rules of the domain: (i) configuration is defined as follows: “Given a feature model with a set of features \( F \), a configuration is a 2-tuple of the form \( (S, R) \) such that \( S, R \subseteq F \) being \( S \) the set of features to be selected and \( R \) the set of features to be removed such that \( S \cap R = \emptyset \)” [13].

As there is no concept of configuration for MSPL, it must be defined to consistently take care of multiplicities and relationships that exists in a business domain.

SensApp: The platform is defined as a distributed one. As a consequence, a SensApp instance is intended to be deployed on several network nodes. It is part of the domain expertise to properly distribute the services involved in SensApp (e.g., data dispatcher, data storage, data verification, data conversion) according to their specificities and the associated cost. For example, a “small” deployment involves only two VMs to reduce cost: the first one has a lot of available disk space to support the storage of sensed data, and the second one is computation-oriented and has more RAM to quickly handle the incoming data. But a “real” deployment actually involves more VMs, coupled to load balancing mechanisms for elastic scaling and redundant storage to ensure data availability. Thus, a domain decision (i.e., small or real deployment) while configuring a SensApp deployment impacts the variability offered by the defined SPLs, and also impacts the associated cardinalities. As a user, the selection of a “small” deployment will restrict the variability available in the VM SPL, but also restrict the deployment to only two VMs.

YourCast: A digital signage system is an assembly of components (e.g., sources, renderers) conforming to the rules of the domain: e.g., a source of information must be displayed using exactly one renderer. Thus the composition of the various elements of such a system is the responsibility of the final user (Fig. 1 (label C2)), e.g. she selects the renderer associated to a given source. The resulting assembly must conform to the domain.

According to Filho et al., “a consistent configuration in the features level [may] lead to an inconsistent composition of
elements in the model level” [14]. This issue is even more important when we consider a MSPL. However MSPLs are often defined using nested or composed feature models: in this precise case a configuration of the MSPL is equivalent to a configuration of a SPL [15], [10]. Other works advocate the use of a class diagram to reify SPL instances and links between them [16]. This approach introduces domain knowledge at the model level but does not allow the end-user to choose the exact amount of instances she wants at configuration time, so the model is clearly not expressive and flexible enough for our two case studies.

C3. Supporting Domain-Driven Configuration Process

While deriving a product, the user needs to be guided by her own interpretation of the domain knowledge. Such an interpretation differs from one to another leading to different configuration paths.

SensApp: The SPLs involved in SensApp address different domains of expertise. Based on our experience while deploying SensApp instances in different contexts, it is not possible to predict the way a customer will perform its configuration. On the one hand, cloud experts start at the Infrastructure level, configuring the VMs they want to use to support SensApp on a cost basis (e.g., no more than $25/month). They expect the system to automatically prune the variability in the other SPLs to only show residual configurations. On the other hand, business experts start at the Service level, based on their knowledge of their sensor infrastructure. Their intention is to properly select the needed services, and they expect the system to automatically prune available topologies and VMs able to support such needs. In small institutions, these two personas are often instantiated by the same user who tries to find a consensus between costs and needs. These users actually expect the MSPL to guide the configuration of a SensApp deployment based on their domain knowledge.

YourCast: Based on our experience, setting up a digital signage system is performed by one user at a time, but depending on institution they don’t follow the same path to configure it. For instance, a school headmaster begins selecting all sources of information she wants, while the director of an institute for people with visual disabilities starts by defining the layout and put more emphasis on the visualization of the content. On average, the assembly of a concrete digital signage system corresponds to about fifteen sources and renderers (the same source may be viewed differently in different areas of the screen). It is therefore important not to delay the detection of inconsistencies in the derivation process while allowing an order-independent process.

One of the needed capability in MSPL identified by Holl et al. is the “user guidance and support for product derivation”: “People working on different product lines in an MSPL need to be made aware of the impacts of their changes on other product lines and vice versa. Such impacts need to be propagated for instance through dependencies between the product lines.” [2]. Current state of the art solutions are not directly applicable in this context as they usually consider an ordered process. The multistage configuration defined by Czarnecki et al. allows to create only valid configuration but with a predefined process [10]. This idea is reinforced by Hubaux et al. with the configuration workflows [17]. Existing works on ensuring consistency while deriving products in MSPLs also rely on ordered process [18], [19].
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

We discuss in this section what criteria we will use to evaluate success in solving the above mentioned issues and present briefly our ongoing work to address this problems.

A. Success Criteria

As the problem is to exploit domain knowledge to support MSPL, we advocate that the success of candidate solutions will be measured in terms of exploitation capabilities.

The constrained relationships will be expressed at a domain level relying on unextended, i.e., unmodified, input SPLs and assets. User-centric experiments should be able to also evaluate the expressiveness of the solution, i.e., to which extent the MSPL domain is really and easily captured, taking into account the multiplicity in the domain elements and in the input SPLs.

Regarding the MSPL configuration (challenge C2), an important success criterion is the kind of consistency property the proposed concept of configuration will be able to enforce. For example, we have to ensure that any (un/de-)selection made on the MSPL is propagated through the relationships so that the input SPLs are consistently configured and the global configuration is still consistent regarding the domain knowledge. Another criterion is the capacity to detect inconsistency during a MSPL configuration to raise it at a domain-level.

To measure success w.r.t C3, we have to assess that the configuration processes supported by the candidate solution cover the needs of any domain-experts.

Finally, the scalability of all the central operations of the whole approach has to be validated both on formal and experimental ways. Propagating configuration choices and detecting inconsistencies are certainly costly operations that must be implemented with the barrier of dealing with large numbers of features, intra constraints in input SPLs, and inter-constraints created by the relationships with cardinality.

B. Ongoing and Future Work

We are currently defining a tool supported solution to the problems described in this paper. We are experimenting an integrated approach by defining the MSPL as a domain model and its relationships to the constituting SPLs. Each of these SPLs is described by a feature model and a model, which conforms to a metamodel that defines the relationships between the FMs. While being currently fine-tuned and tested on our case studies, we already observed that the resulting model makes explicit the multiplicity between feature models and between assets. In addition, we are also formalizing the resulting concept of MSPL, so to ensure some salient properties and to drive a safe and order-independent composition process. Some tool support is also undergoing implementation, based on feature model composition operators [15] and on the FAMILIAR DSL [20].
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